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a b s t r a c t

Grain-scale numerical experiments involving simple shear of a two-phase non-linear viscous material
are described and compared with mineral fish or lozenge-shaped porphyroclasts, such as muscovite. Two
types of 2D models are considered; either a single elongate grain or two parallel elongate grains, in both
cases supported by a weaker polygonal grain matrix. The relative viscosities of the contrasting grain
structures were systematically varied, allowing us to observe the effects of non-linear viscous rheology
on the resulting microstructure and flow patterns. The results show that the finite rotation of the hard
elongate grain was similar within any one experiment, but was largely influenced by viscosity contrast,
the geometry of the model and the imposed shear strain. Models involving single elongate hard grains
show increasing instability at their ends and less strain compatibility with the deforming matrix grains,
as the viscosity contrast is increased. In the paired grain models the greatest variation in the matrix grain
microstructure is seen in the region where the two hard grains are oriented at a high-angle to the
direction of shear. Finally, we consider the changes in intragranular stress by comparing microstructural
observations using different viscosities with the distribution of stress in space and during progressive
shear. In the plane approximately parallel to the maximum principal stress direction (s1), a localised
change of stress occurs across and along the interface between the hard and soft grains. Variations in the
mean stress at these boundaries are directly attributable to changes in the minimum principal stress. We
propose that with shear strains greater than g¼ 2 it is the minimum principal stress that can control
diffusion processes at the grain boundary rather than mean stress. In conclusion we suggest that our
models have the potential for providing useful insights into why metamorphic reactions can occur at the
interface between a porphyroclast and matrix at high shear strains and how stress distribution can
control the initiations of such reactions.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Shearing processes in two-phase systems, such as quartz–
muscovite and calcite–muscovite bearing rocks, in the middle to
lower crust, involve the rotational behaviour of rigid particles in
a deforming matrix. In these rocks, characteristic microfabrics
develop via a combination of dynamic recrystallisation and grain
growth, driven by chemical reactions, reduction of boundary
energy or reduction of stored defect energies (Evans et al., 2001;
Herwegh and Jenni, 2001). The relation between a rotating object
and its matrix has long been of interest in the geosciences and
material sciences as a tool to quantify the amount of strain recorded
in a rock. Jeffery (1992) published a seminal work on this topic and
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this work has formed the basis of numerous theoretical, analogue
and numerical investigations of rigid object kinematics in
deforming rocks (Johnson, 2008 and references therein; Marques
et al., 2007). Some observations in both naturally and experimen-
tally deformed rocks are not well described by the analytical theory
of Jeffery (1992). For example, Lister and Snoke (1984) and earlier
workers such as Eisbacker (1970) noted that elongate muscovites in
very-high-strain rocks (mylonites) commonly form mineral ‘‘fish’’
or lozenge-shaped porphyroclasts that undergo microboudinage
(e.g. Fig. 1a, b). Whereas, coexisting biotite grains are readily
deformed and recrystallise (Bell and Wilson, 1981; Johnson et al.,
2004) and do not normally develop as ‘‘mica fish’’.

Fish shaped structures have also been generated during simple
shear from square objects, in a more competent matrix, in the finite
element models of Treagus and Lan (2003). Analogue experiments
using rigid objects in a weak matrix undertaken by ten Grotenhuis
et al. (2002) and Ceriani et al. (2003) suggest that slip occurs along
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Fig. 1. Muscovite microstructures that relate to the evolution of mica fish. (a) Micrograph of single muscovite mica (m) in a recrystallised quartz matrix from the Risfjallet, shear
zone, Sweden (Wilson, 1975). Some of the deformation may be accommodated by slip on the (001) cleavage. (b) Muscovite (m) grains in quartz matrix from Risfjallet shear zone
with ends of the muscovite fish becoming buckled. (c) Calcite–muscovite sample deformed in a torsion experiment (PO781 of Delle Piane et al., 2009) at T¼ 627 �C, shear strain rate
6� 10�5 s�1 and bulk shear strain of g¼ 1. The muscovite grains are located between the twinned calcite grains and have been rotated and buckled during the sinistral shear and
there is no reaction phase. (d, e) SEM micrographs from torsion experiment PO754 (g¼ 4.5; T¼ 727 �C) of Delle Piane et al. (2009) showing deformed muscovite (m¼ dark phase)
with reaction zone (r¼ light phase), that contains anorthite and kalsilite, adjacent to the inner arc of the deformed muscovite grains in a matrix of recrystallised calcite.
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discrete shear zones in the matrix away from the object or at the
interface and may promote the development of oblique stable
positions of elongate particles. These and other numerous studies
summarised by Mancktelow (2002) suggest that the lozenge-sha-
ped particles could promote slip on the long straight interface and
the deforming matrix. Another possibility proposed by ten Gro-
tenhuis et al. (2003), is that the tips of mica fish are isoclinally
folded and break off along the hinge of these microfolds.

In addition to the above studies, that suggest there is a compo-
nent of brittle fracturing, many experimental studies have repro-
duced ‘fish’ like objects in a deformed matrix. These are
accompanied by changes in the strength contrast between a weak
and strong phase, which in turn influences the deformation
mechanism (Holyoke and Tullis, 2006). In particular, in many of the
high shear strain experiments in bimineralic rocks, it has been
demonstrated that there is a switch in deformation mechanisms
that may involve a small amount of interstitial melt (Dell’Angelo
et al., 1987; Dell’Angelo and Tullis, 1988; Jackson et al., 2006)
together with a transition from dislocation creep to diffusion creep
(Barnhoorn et al., 2005). In large-strain experiments on calcite–
quartz aggregates, Rybacki et al. (2003) reported heterogeneous
deformation and the stress exponent increased substantially with
increasing quartz content and this was accompanied by a meta-
morphic reaction that produced wollastonite. Delle Piane et al.
(2009) have reported similar chemical reactions between calcite
and muscovite porphyroclasts. The spatial distribution between
these phase transformations or metamorphic reactions cannot be
due to initial variation in composition, nor is temperature variation
a likely explanation for these observations. However, as pointed out
by Casey (1980) and Mancktelow (2002), stress gradients associ-
ated with heterogeneous strain can be significant, even when the
magnitudes of deviatoric stresses are small. Gradients in the mean
stress, could produce a positive feedback, but the establishment of
these gradients during the formation of a porphyroclast has only
received limited attention (e.g. Tenczer et al., 2001; Johnson et al.,
2004).

In the two-phased experiments of Delle Piane et al. (2009) there
is a complex interplay between the lower shear strength in the
calcite compared to the stronger muscovite (Fig. 1c). This produces
mica fish, folded and boudinaged muscovite and metamorphic
reactions (Fig. 1d, e). Delle Piane et al. (2009) observed that at shear
strains (g) greater than 2 and decreasing shear stress conditions,
extension sites are preferential loci that favour the mobility of
elements and the growth of a new phase. They also suggest mineral
growth via volume diffusion has to overcome the influence of
pressure differences between mean stress, i.e. the algebraic mean of
the principal stresses (Means, 1976), and the minimum principal
stress s3.

In this contribution, we show how numerical modelling can be
used to gain deeper insights into the evolution of tabular grains in
a polycrystalline matrix and the role of stress in controlling the sites
for metamorphic reactions. Specifically it focuses on the spatial and
temporal patterns of instantaneous and cumulative deformation at
the grain scale. We concentrate on varying two input parameters
(Table 1), the stress exponent (n) and the viscosity strength
constant (vr), which equate to the viscosity in linear viscous
systems (Jessell et al., 2009). This allows us to investigate grain-
scale processes that may lead to localisation of deformation and
phase transformation around a harder object, namely the interac-
tion between a weak and strong mineral deformed by viscous flow.
We utilise the approach of Jessell et al. (2005, 2009) of using the
Elle software to simulate the type of microstructures observed in



Table 1
The variation in initial orientation, viscosity ratio (vr), stress exponent (n) and bulk
shear strain (g) that relates the simple shear numerical experiments to figure
numbers.

Figure number Hard grain(s) initial
orientation to shear plane

Viscosity
ratio vr

Stress
exponent
n

Bulk shear
strain g

4a–c Single perpendicular 10, 20, 30 1 5, 10, 15
4d, 4 Single perpendicular 40 1 5, 10, 15, 17.5
6 Single perpendicular 10, 20, 40 3 2.5
7c Paired perpendicular 10 1 3, 6
7d Paired perpendicular 20 1 3, 6
7e, f Paired perpendicular 40 1 3, 6, 9
8c Paired parallel 10 1 3, 6
8d Paired parallel 20 1 3, 6
9e, f Paired parallel 40 1 3, 6, 9
9a Paired perpendicular 20 1 3
9b, c Paired perpendicular 20 3 3
9d, e Paired perpendicular 20 5 3
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naturally occurring high-strain rocks such as mylonites (Lister and
Snoke, 1984; ten Grotenhuis et al., 2003) or high-strain experi-
ments described by Delle Piane et al. (2009). Finally, we cast the
results of our modelling in a more general context to modify
current notions on the relationship between diffusion processes
and the state of stress in a poly-phase grain aggregate.
2. Modelling procedure and configuration

Two-dimensional grain-scale numerical simulations have been
successful in reproducing some aspects of microstructural devel-
opment during strain localisation (Mancktelow, 2006; Johnson
et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 1996). However, the localised
Fig. 2. The initial microstructure and orientation regimes that govern the sense of grain rot
are polygons representing calcite or quartz and the rod-shaped grains represent muscovit
boundaries used for finite element calculations at each time step. (c) The dextral shear fi
perpendicular orientation, are rapidly rotated into the extensional field after shear strain i
the microstructure continuing across the two vertical boundaries; this can produce the wr
microstructures observed at higher strains (e.g. Figs. 7 and 8).
incompatibility of strain across grain boundaries is bound to create
significant stresses in the vicinity of these boundaries (Tullis et al.,
1991; Wilson and Zhang, 1994). This will affect the stored elastic
energy both promoting reactions as described by Delle Piane et al.
(2009) and enhancing the kinetics to produce melting (Jackson
et al., 2006; Wilson et al., 1996). In the geological literature several
approaches have been developed to model heterogeneous flow of
coarse grained, polyphase rocks and some of the earlier studies
have been summarised by Handy et al. (1999). With these methods
the evolution of a material can be related to the appropriate
mechanical and physical conditions. In most ductile shear zones
the minerals making up the matrix deform by one or more ther-
mally activated deformation mechanisms that are associated with
both non-linear (dislocation creep) and linear (diffusion-accom-
modated processes) (Mancktelow, 2006; Wheeler and Ford, 2008).
The deformation involving such mechanisms is therefore termed
viscous flow and in this contribution we use the non-linear viscous
finite element code BASIL (Barr and Houseman, 1996; Houseman
et al., 2008) to model two non-linear viscous phases one strong and
one weak.

To construct the numerical experiments we use the simulation
platform Elle (Jessell et al., 2001; Bons et al., 2008). The grain
structure is represented as polygons (Fig. 2a) that are defined by
nodes linked by straight segments and these polygons may be
assigned physical and chemical attributes. In the experiments
described here, the polygons are inferred to represent calcite and
muscovite crystals, and the only active process is simple shear
deformation of the crystals that is modelled by moving the nodes.
The velocity and direction for each node movement are calculated
using BASIL, which computes internal stress distribution, pressure,
creep strain rates and displacements rates. BASIL is a 2D finite
element code that assumes a constitutive law, relating deviatoric
ation. (a) A single grain, to simulate a muscovite, in a weaker matrix. The matrix grains
e. (b) Portion of the Delaunay triangulation mesh, white box in (a) adapted to grain
elds described in these experiments. Grains lying in the shortening field, that is the
ncrements of g� 1. (d) The square represents the area observed in a model run, with
apping, across vertical boundaries during the dextral simple shear, particularly in the



Table 2
Experimentally derived viscosity values for muscovite (Mariani et al., 2006) and
calcite (Barnhoorn et al., 2004).

T (�C) Strain rate (s�1) Flow stress (MPa) Viscosity (Pa s)

Muscovite
700 1.20E-05 68 5.67Eþ12
700 1.50E-04 60 4.00Eþ11

Calcite
727 6.00E-05 47 7.83Eþ11
727 3.00E-04 41 1.37Eþ11
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stress and strain rate, which can be cast in terms of an incom-
pressible, possibly non-linear, viscous deformation:

sij ¼ B _E
ðð1=nÞ�1Þ

_eij ¼ 2h_eij (1)

where sij is the deviatoric stress, B is a material constant, _E is the
second invariant of the strain rate tensor, n is the stress exponent,
_eij is the strain rate and h is the viscosity (Ranalli, 1995). When both
materials deform under the same stress and B is set to 1 for the
matrix, the viscosity contrast is given by:

h ¼ Bn (2)

This viscosity contrast is described by Tenczer et al. (2001) and
Eq. (2) allows us to simulate the rheology as applied in the torsion
experiments of Delle Piane et al. (2009) and to vary the viscosity
contrasts between the polygons. For simple experiments involving
only viscous deformation, the BASIL program could be used alone
but, as with all finite element codes, the strain that can be achieved
is limited to the point where an element is flattened, often at g< 2.
By using BASIL within the Elle framework and iteratively applying
small timesteps of deformation while regridding between steps, we
are able to simulate larger strains, g> 10.

The finite element mesh for the deformation calculation may be
created by the mesh generation code, Triangle (Shewchuk, 2002),
which uses a Delaunay triangulation (Fig. 2b). The triangulation is
constrained not to cross the grain boundaries and thus allows
a better resolution of properties at the phase boundaries (Evans
et al., 2008). In this paper, we use the convention that extensional
(tensile) stresses are given positive values, which are opposite to the
usual geological convention, and compressional values are negative.

2.1. Starting model and assumptions

The initial microstructure for these two-dimensional experi-
ments is a unit square with periodic horizontal and vertical
boundaries. The horizontal boundaries are fixed during the defor-
mation step but the horizontal periodicity is maintained. The input
structure consists of two phases, a weaker matrix of mainly equant
grains and either a stronger single (Fig. 2) or paired elongated
grains representing muscovite platelets. For these experiments,
only the boundaries between the phases are significant grain
boundaries while the intraphase boundaries act as markers that
track stress and strain.

One experimental run consists of the iterative application of
small (g¼ 0.05) increments of dextral simple shear deformation to
a model with initially square boundaries. Since the BASIL code
supports periodic boundary conditions across the vertical sides of
our model (Jessell et al., 2009), we were able to make use of the
code within Elle to maintain a constant square boundary at the end
of each increment of deformation (Fig. 2c). As the grain moves from
the shortening into the extensional strain field (Fig. 2d) there can be
an apparent wrap around of grains in the horizontal plane.

2.2. Assumptions

The viscositystrength contrast is the parameter that differentiates
the two phases and the ratio (vr) remains fixed and constant within
each phase throughout the deformation. It is likely that the viscosity
varies in the matrix with areas of strain-driven grain reduction
having lower viscosity (Jessell et al., 2005) while there may be strain
softening or hardening due to deformation of the porphyroclast
lattice.

The deformation is the only process acting on the grain
boundaries and we ignore grain size reduction due to recrystalli-
sation, grain boundary migration or metamorphic reaction. The
interfaces are cohesive with no slip on grain boundaries. The
deformation calculations assume area is conserved so there is no
increase due to dilation or decrease with void removal. Although
our numerical model is not 3D Arbaret et al. (2001) have shown
that, for these simple rotational experiments, the behaviour is well
described by 2D simulations.
2.3. Effective viscosity contrast with reference to calcite and
muscovite

The flow used in these models is viscous with a stress exponent,
n, in the range 1–5 (Table 1). These values of n are commonly
applied to lithospheric rocks in the literature, for example, Stüwe
(2007) suggests 2–4 and Passchier and Trouw (2005) less than or
equal to 5. In this paper we will relate the new findings from the
numerical simulations to the experimental work presented by Delle
Piane et al. (2009), where a synthetic aggregate of calcite and
muscovite was deformed to large strains at high temperature. We
have selected some representative experimental values from high-
temperature deformation tests on calcite and muscovite in esti-
mating the effective viscosity ratio (h) between the two mineral
components (Table 2).

There is an extensive set of experimental data on the high-
temperature deformation behaviour of calcite. Data are available for
small strain coaxial tests on single crystal (de Bresser and Spiers,
1997), fine-grained synthetic aggregates (e.g. Walker et al.,1990) and
natural marbles (Schmid et al., 1980; Rutter, 1995; Ter Heege et al.,
2002). Also experiments have been performed to large strain using
the torsion technique on natural Carrara marble (Pieri et al., 2001;
Barnhoorn et al., 2004; Delle Piane and Burlini, 2008) at conditions of
temperature, pressure and strain rate that are mimicked in the
dataset presented in this work. Previous experiments are reproduc-
ible giving very small variance and therefore a reliable dataset. Based
on the experimental data of Barnhoorn et al. (2004), the viscosity of
Carrara marble at 727 �C, 300 MPa and strain rate of 3�10�4 s�1 can
be calculated as being approximately 1.37�1011 Pa s (Table 2).

There have also been numerous experimental studies on the
deformation of mica single crystals (Etheridge et al., 1973; Mares
and Kronenberg, 1993), and muscovite aggregates (Mariani et al.,
2006). Using the experimental dataset of Mariani et al. (2006) we
estimate that muscovite at conditions of 700 �C and strain rate of
1.5�10�4 s�1 has a viscosity of 4�10�11 Pa s. Neglecting the small
temperature and strain rate differences between the two experi-
mental datasets, one can estimate the viscosity ratio as:

hM
hC
¼ 2:9 (3)

where hM is the viscosity of muscovite and hC is the viscosity of
calcite. Using the strain rate values of 1.2�10�5 s�1 and
6�10�5 s�1 for muscovite and calcite (Table 2) the viscosity ratio
rises to a value of 7.2. These results assume the absence of any
metamorphic reaction, and the hard grain (mica component) is
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assumed immobile to diffusion processes, which in reality is not the
case as illustrated by Delle Piane et al. (2009).

Reactions between calcite and muscovite were only identified
by Delle Piane et al. (2009) when the bulk shear strain is greater
than g¼ 2.5 and when the strength of the deforming aggregate was
quasi-steady. Chemical profiles from the calcite matrix across any
muscovite (Fig. 3a, b) display sharp changes in Al, K and Ca content.
The cores of the muscovite grains present flat Al-rich, K-rich
profiles and Ca-poor profiles, whereas, their boundaries are char-
acterised by a transitional chemical change that probably corre-
spond to the reaction products anorthite and kalsilite identified by
Delle Piane et al. (2009). In curved muscovite grains the transition
is always asymmetric with a narrow zone (2–4 mm wide) on the
outer arc and a wider zone (8–12 mm wide) in the concave inner arc
(Fig. 3c, d). Planar muscovite grains may also have narrow transi-
tional but symmetrical fringes (w2 mm wide). This fringing on the
muscovite implies that there was a transfer of components during
deformation.

3. Single porphyroclast with contrasting matrix viscosities

The first set of models embedded a single hard elongate grain,
initially perpendicular to the shear plane, in a weaker matrix and
applied a dextral simple shear (Fig. 4). With a viscosity contrast of
vr¼ 10 there is both progressive rotation and extension of the
matrix grains (Fig. 4) with increasing shear strain (Fig. 4a). With
increased viscosity ratios (Fig. 4b–d), the hard grain does not
elongate as much as the matrix grains. In this situation there is
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partitioning of deformation, while maintaining perfect cohesion
between the hard grain and the matrix grains; unlike the analogue
models of ten Grotenhuis et al. (2002) and Ceriani et al. (2003). The
deformation is mainly elongation and the porphyroclast has
a larger aspect ratio when it has rotated into the shear direction. As
the short axis is small, it does not provide much resistance to the
shear flow and therefore a rod-like shape is retained.

As the viscosity contrast is increased (e.g. vr� 20–40) and with
shear stains where g> 5 (e.g. Figs. 4b, 5) the ends of the hard grain
begin to rotate. The higher the viscosity contrast (Fig. 4c, d) the
more obvious this phenomenon becomes. These regions (Fig. 3e)
can be compared with the sites of kinking and/or boudinage
observed in the experimental work by Delle Piane et al. (2009).
The deformation at the tips of the long grain is a function of its
aspect ratio. The harder grains maintain the dimension of their
short axes and cause a local change in the velocity fields and
a deflection at the tips. For example if we look at the progressive
series of experiments in Fig. 4d it is seen that the ends of the iso-
lated hard grain have rotated 90�, with respect to the central region
of the grain, at a shear strain of g¼ 17.5 (Fig. 5c). In contrast, the
matrix grains away from the hard grain have a strong grain shape
foliation that is being progressively elongated and rotated with
increasing shear strain without developing any instability between
the grains.

Instability in the foliation is developed around the ends and
adjacent to the hard grain with increased shear strain (Figs. 4b–
d and 5). It is here that there is much more strain localisation in the
matrix grains and a progressive concentration around the tip of the
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Fig. 4. The sequential evolution for single hard grain (red grain) embedded in ductile matrix (blue grains) with varying viscosity contrasts deformed during a dextral simple shear.
The shear strain (g) is displayed on the horizontal axis and the viscosity contrast (vr) on the vertical axis. (a–d) Models deformed with viscosity contrasts of 10, 20, 30 and 40. The
rotation rate of the hard grain slows as the long axis aligns with the shear direction during the progressive deformation. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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rotating hard grain. If we examine the deformed grain mesh
(Fig. 4d; g¼ 5) we can see that the elongate shaped grains, which
originally had a more equant shape (Fig. 2), are deflected and
rotated around the end of the hard grain. As the strain is increased
the ends of the hard grain begin to rotate, the matrix grains become
more elongate and a clockwise flow pattern begins to be localised
close to the ends of the porphyroclast (Fig. 4d; g¼ 15). The clock-
wise flowing segments are in effect microshear zones that locally
partition the flow, in a clockwise sense, with respect to the bulk
dextral shear sense. There is a thinning of matrix grains behind the
tip of the rotating porphyroclast, whereas, in the lee of the por-
phyroclast there is a preservation of the already strained matrix
grains. This deformation results in a further effective decrease in
aspect ratio of the hard grain and it behaves like a more equant
porphyroclast with the shape of its enclosing ellipse.

In all these models variation in mean stress is characterised by
being compressive in the matrix and tensile or extensional in the
hard object. This can be best illustrated in Fig. 6, where the stress
exponent was set at 1 and the viscosity contrasts were varied from
10 to 40. We can see that when g¼ 2.5 an elongate foliation evolved
in the matrix grains. In the initial stage the long axis is perpen-
dicular to the shear direction, the stress adjacent to the embedded
hard grain is asymmetric and the minimum principal stress is
compressive in the dextral simple shear direction.



Fig. 5. The stress variations related to a single elongate grain deformed in dextral simple shear with a stress exponent n¼ 1 and viscosity contrast vr¼ 40. The vertical columns
(a) shows a shear strain g¼ 10; (b) shear strain g¼ 15; (c) grain boundary and stress maps at a shear strain g¼ 17.5. The horizontal row (i) shows maps of the mean stress
distribution with contours of the average stress and the location of the profiles across the hard grain (ii) maps of s1 variations and (iii) individual profiles of s1 (dotted line), mean
stress (dashed line) and s3 (solid line) across the sheared hard grain.
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4. Paired porphyroclasts with contrasting matrix viscosities

Figs. 7a and 8a show images of the initial microstructure where
there are soft grains in the matrix and two isolated hard grains lying
either perpendicular or parallel to the direction of shear. It should
Fig. 6. The evolution and grain boundary map for a single elongate grain deformed in a matr
starting microstructure is illustrated on the left and the models are deformed in simple she
Green and red colours indicate increasing extension and blue are grains undergoing compr
be noted that the ends of the hard grain are irregular and represent
grains, such as micas, that have equilibrated within a matrix of
polygonal grains as in a regionally metamorphosed quartzite or
marble (Spry, 1969; Passchier and Trouw, 2005). This is in marked
contrast to the rectilinear (e.g. Treagus and Lan, 2003) or elliptical
ix of polygonal grains with a stress exponent n¼ 1 and the mean stress distribution. The
ar (g¼ 2.5) with increasing viscosity contrast (vr¼ 10, 20 and 40) shown to the right.
ession. Note that these are relative and are not absolute values of the mean stress.



Fig. 7. Dextral shear of two hard grains initially perpendicular to the shear plane in a matrixof softer grains with a stress exponent of n¼ 1. Note the numerical models imposes wrapping of
vertical boundaries, so that with increasing strain the hard grain in the upper-right of the model would re-appear on the upper-left hand side. (a) Initial grain configuration. (b) Map of initial
mean stress distribution in sample with a viscosity ratio of 10 and scale illustrating the variation from an extensional (red) to compressional regime (blue). (c, d) These rows show the
variation in microstructure with viscosity ratios (vr) of 10 and 20, shear strains (g) of 3 and 6, with the mean stress distribution at g¼ 6. (e, f) Microstructure and corresponding mean stress
distributions in sample with vr¼ 40 and g¼ 3, 6 and 9.
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Fig. 8. Dextral shear of two hard grains initially parallel to the shear plane in a matrix of softer grains with a stress exponent of n¼ 1. (a) Initial grain configuration. (b) Map of initial
mean stress distribution in sample with a viscosity ratio of 10 and scale illustrating range of variation at g¼ 0. (c, d) These rows show the variation in microstructure for viscosity
contrasts (vr) of 10 and 20, shear strains (g) of 3 and 6, with the mean stress distribution at g¼ 6. (e, f) Microstructure and corresponding mean stress distributions in sample with
vr¼ 40 and g¼ 3, 6 and 9.
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configuration (Ceriani et al., 2003) used by previous workers to
model the evolution of porphyroclasts.

In all of the current models the soft matrix grains distal to the
two hard grains, show little variation from what is seen in the single
porphyroclast models, they simply elongate and rotate with
increasing strain. The stress–strain patterns vary with the distri-
bution of hard grains so that, in addition to rotation, lateral changes
cause local perturbations in the foliation. Similarly the region
adjacent to and between the two rotating hard grains can become
an area of foliation instability and varies significantly depending if
the grains were originally lying at a high-angle (Fig. 7a) or parallel
to the shear direction (Fig. 8a) and these differences are considered
separately.

4.1. Paired porphyroclasts perpendicular to shear direction

Hard grains oriented at a high-angle to the direction of shear
(Fig. 7a) have an initial low mean stress that is comparable to the
matrix grains (Fig. 7b). With a viscosity contrast of vr¼ 10 (Fig. 7c)
there is a marked elongation of the hard grains with increasing
shear strain similar to that observed with a single porphyroclast
(Fig. 4). The map (Fig. 7c; g¼ 6) that displays the mean stress
distribution within the matrix grains is compressional, whereas,
the hard grains have a core in extension bounded by a transitional
zone that grades into the compressive regime of the matrix grains.

At shear strains of g¼ 3 and viscosity contrasts of 20 and 40
(Fig. 7d, e) the hard grains undergo less extension and begin to
buckle. These buckles curve inward about a core of less strained
matrix grains (area X in Fig. 7d, e) with their outer margin also
flanked by elongate matrix grains that pass out into the highly
deformed distal matrix grains. Further shear strain (g¼ 6) is then
accommodated by continued rotation of the buckled grains,
without amplification of the buckles, and the localisation of strain
adjacent to the ends of the hard grains. These terminations of the
paired hard grain also begin to rotate at shear strains g� 9 (Fig. 7e)
in a fashion comparable to the single porphyroclasts observed at
shear strains of g� 10 (Figs. 4 and 5).

Once the paired hard grains are rotated into near parallelism with
the shear plane (Fig. 7e) then the area of relatively unstrained grains
(e.g. at X Fig. 7e; g¼ 3) is progressively deformed with increasing
shear strain. The hard grains begin to separate (area X0 Fig. 7e; g¼ 6)
and eventually this becomes a region of intense strain localisation
with the development of a prominent foliation (area X00 Fig. 7e;
g¼ 9). The accompanying map of mean stress distribution in the
hard grains is dominantly tensional at g¼ 3 (Fig. 7f) becoming
weaker and more diffuse with increasing shear (Fig. 7f; g¼ 9).

4.2. Paired porphyroclasts parallel to shear direction

The behaviour of the hard grains, with low viscosity contrasts
(vr¼ 10, 20) and initial lengths lying parallel to the shear direction
buckles with little rotation or elongation (Fig. 8c, d). There are
insignificant variations in the distribution of mean stress and a near
uniform variation of strain between the hard and matrix grains. This
is in marked contrast to the situation where the initial hard grains
were perpendicular to the shear plane (Fig. 7c, d); the latter dis-
played significant elongation and an inhomogeneous distribution of
strain in the matrix grains and significant variations in mean stress.

With higher viscosity contrasts (vr¼ 40) and higher shear
strains (g¼ 9) the termination of the hard grains (Y in Fig. 8e)
begins to rotate towards the shear direction. The deformation in the
soft matrix grains is then partitioned into two regions: (1) on the
outside of the hard grain, where intense deformation and
presumably strain softening processes are occurring and (2) a tail
behind the porphyroclast, where grains are undergoing less
deformation and their shape does not reflect the bulk shear strain.
At these higher strains (Fig. 8f; g¼ 9) a band of significant exten-
sion spreads across the model between and adjacent to the two
hard grains with a significant increase in extension adjacent to the
outer arc of greatest buckling in the hard grain. This mean stress
variation (Fig. 8f; g¼ 9) at the point of greatest buckling is highly
asymmetric with the core of the hard grain undergoing more
compression than the adjacent matrix grains.

5. Stress variations between matrix and porphyroclast

In experiments involving increasing viscosity contrasts in the
single porphyroclast models we saw that maps of the mean stress
variation (Figs. 5 and 6), always showed extensional stresses in the
core of the hard grain. As the hard grain rotated from the short-
ening field into the finite extension direction (Fig. 2c), higher mean
stresses were observed in the hard grain with lower stresses
observed at its interface with the matrix (Fig. 6). This produces
a region of tensile stress at the interface, which is a function of
substantially lower s1 in that part of the model. All that is required
is for the elongate grain to be slightly stiffer (i.e. higher viscosity
contrast) than the matrix grains.

With higher viscosity contrasts and increasing shear strains the
stress distribution maps show changes along the length of the hard
grain as it progressively buckles (Fig. 5). The mean stress in the
inner arcs becomes more compressive [Fig. 5a-(i)–c-(i)], whereas,
the distribution of s1 becomes strongly extensional at shear strains
of g¼ 17.5 [Fig. 5c-(ii)]. This transition and the increasing asym-
metry in the s1 and s3 stress distribution across the grains clearly
seen in the profiles [Fig. 5a-(iii)–c-(iii)], with one grain interface
being in compression and the other in extension.

As seen in the contour maps in Figs. 7 and 8 the distribution of
mean stress in the paired porphyroclast models was highly variable
and dependant on the initial orientation of the hard grains. The
mean stresses developed during the deformation of the perpen-
dicular models (Fig. 7) showed the greatest variation, with areas of
slightly compressive stresses in the shortening field and in the
region of matrix grains between the two rotating hard grains. To
investigate this further a series of models were developed to look at
the sequential evolution and variation of stress between the matrix
and the hard grains (Fig. 9). Three profiles were constructed
perpendicular to one of the hard grains seen in the mean stress
maps, in a plane that approximately parallels the maximum prin-
cipal stress direction (s1).

In detail this stress variation at the boundary of the hard grain
becomes more accentuated with increasing shear strains and non-
linearity (increasing exponents of n). The distribution of the mean
stress [Fig. 9, column (i)] shows an increasing concentration of the
extensional stresses into the region between and adjacent to the two
hard grains as the exponents n increases [Fig. 9, columns a(i)–e(i)].
What is most distinct about this central region is the asymmetry of
the increasing tensional nature of the inward facing interface of the
two porphyroclasts. If profiles of mean stress are compared along
the length of the hard grain [Fig. 9, column (ii)] it is noticed that
there are subtle variations along the length at the grain boundary
interface, but there are striking similarities in pattern between
individual profiles. These are characterised by marked increases of
the extensional stress in the core of the hard object with increased
contraction on the grain interface. The distribution of mean stresses
also changes symmetry with respect to incremental strain and
exponents n, as shown by the shape changes in the profiles [Fig. 9,
columns a(ii)–e(ii)].

Similar asymmetric patterns are observed in the distribution of
the maximum (s1) and minimum (s3) principal stress [Fig. 9,
columns (iii), (iv) and (v)] in each of the individual profiles with



Fig. 9. Stress components related to varying viscosities and shear strain in the paired grain models initially perpendicular to the shear direction. (a) n¼ 1, g¼ 1 and 3. The stress
distribution maps and profiles for g¼ 1 and 3 are almost identical; (b) n¼ 3, g¼ 1; (c) n¼ 3, g¼ 3; (d) n¼ 5, g¼ 1; (e) n¼ 3, g¼ 1. Each horizontal row shows (i) map of the mean
stress distribution with contours of the average stress and the location of the profiles across the hard grain (ii) profiles of mean stress (iii–v) individual profiles of s1 (dotted line) and
s3 (solid line) across the sheared hard grain. At higher values of n and g there are increasing variations in stress at the interface between the hard grain and soft matrix.
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increasing incremental strain and the exponent n. There is a zone of
higher compressive stress on the inboard side of the two hard
grains and at their ends. This change is particularly marked in the
centre of the hard grain [Fig. 9, column (iv)] and in the magnitude of
s3, but there is little variation in s1. If the deformation mechanism
had been linear viscous, i.e. stress exponent n¼ 1 (Fig. 9, row a)
then s3 at the interface between the matrix grains and hard grain
would be tensional [Fig. 9a(iv)]. However, this is not the case for the
non-linear viscous distribution considered in our models, as n and
g increase there is asymmetric localisation and concentration of the
s3 becoming more compressive on the inboard side of the hard
grain boundary [Fig. 9, column (iv) rows b–e]. This pattern is also
strongly reflected in the increasing and more asymmetric parabolic
distributions of mean stress as n and g increases [Fig. 9, column (ii)
rows b–e].

6. Comparison with the stress variation during pure shear

If the hard grain was oriented perpendicular to the shear
direction, in a pure shear regime, then there is a non-rotational
component to the strain, and the mean stress will be nearly
uniform along the grain (Fig. 10a, b). The magnitude of the tensile
stress s3 would be high (Fig. 10c) and s1 would be uniform (Fig. 10d,
f). If we assume the hard grain is a muscovite with (001) parallel to
the long axis of the grain. Then this means that in a pure shear
regime, the hard grain would preferentially crack along its axis, and
there would be no areas of differential stress along the grain
boundary to drive dehydroxylation reactions of the type described
by Mariani et al. (2006). Therefore the highly compressive stresses
seen across the grain (Fig. 10c) would also explain the lack of
reaction products seen in the compression experiment described
by Delle Piane et al. (2009).

7. Discussion

7.1. Effects of contrasting matrix framework and viscosities

The hard grains used in these models were non-equant with
a marked viscosity contrast to their matrix grains. In doing so, we
recognise that with small shear strain simulations (g< 2), hard
grains begin to deform by buckling with the localisation of defor-
mation controlled by their degree of rotation. However, the nature
of the deformation is influenced by three main parameters: (1) the
viscosity contrast between the hard grain and its weak matrix
grains; (2) orientation of the long axis to the shear plane; and (3)
the volume and spatial distribution of the weak material between
the hard grains. The weak phase forms interconnected layers sub-
parallel to the shearing plane except close to the embedded hard
grain. Unlike previous studies (ten Grotenhuis et al., 2002; Ceriani
et al., 2003) the grain boundary interfaces in these models could
not undergo any brittle displacement, with all grains undergoing
a fully plastic deformation. Such intracrystalline deformation is the
type of fully viscous flow that you would expect in the earth’s
middle crust, where the mechanical properties of muscovite (Bell
and Wilson, 1981) are highly anisotropic compared to all other
common rock forming minerals (Johnson et al., 2004).

The numerical experiments of grains initially perpendicular to
the shear plane produced very consistent results concerning the
influence of initial orientation on the subsequent rotation of the
hard grain. All hard grains with low viscosity contrasts underwent
extension as they were rotated into the plane of shear. This grain
extension diminished rapidly, as the viscosity contrast increased,
and was accompanied by a greater buckling and rotation of the hard
grain. Higher viscosity contrast resulted in extensive deformation
initiating in the neighbouring matrix (Fig. 7e) with high shear
strain, with grain extension occurring in the matrix grains adjacent
to the hard grain as the latter was progressively rotated.

In the grains initially parallel to the shear plane there was little
extension in the hard grain and most of the deformation was
confined to the matrix grains and the results are similar to those
described by Johnson et al. (2004). However, in the tail of the
resulting porphyroclast there is a ‘pressure shadow’ effect with the
preservation of less deformed grain shapes and sizes (Fig. 8). This
latter feature was also noted at much higher shear strains (g� 15)
in the single hard grain models (Fig. 4) where the matrix continues
to flow undisturbed until the long axis of the hard grain has passed
through the shear plane and rotates towards the shear direction
(Figs. 4d and 5). In the paired models as the grains move laterally
with respect to each other the strain patterns change and may
initiate rotation, with dynamic changes locally without any varia-
tion in boundary conditions. This can be seen as diagonal regions
with different mean stress, linked by the two hard grains that
transect the matrix oblique to the shear plane (e.g. Fig. 8f) similar to
the differential stress partitioning described by Johnson et al.
(2004).

7.2. Stress variation and implications for diffusion processes

Stress-induced diffusion is accommodated by a net flux of
material from high- to low-stress interfaces. For instance Wheeler
and Ford (2008) point out that it is not the stress inside a grain that
drives diffusion; it is only the normal stress gradients in the
interface regions. In these numerical models the high mean stress
distributions were coincident with the tails of the porphyroclasts
and localised to the elongate boundaries of the hard grain. This is in
marked contrast to hard grain interiors where there are higher
tensile stresses. However, by comparing s3 in similarly oriented
grains with increasing non-linear behaviour (Fig. 9b–e) it is seen
that s3 is not symmetrically distributed along a grain boundary and
becomes strongly asymmetric as n increases. A similar observation
is also noted with increasing shear strain in the single porphyro-
blast models (Fig. 5).

The microstructures also suggest that there is a marked differ-
ence in the stress/strain distribution depending on the initial
orientation of the porphyroclasts. The hard grains initially parallel
to the shear plane, remain oriented with their long axes aligned in
the shear direction. There are small areas of higher stress and the
shear strain is concentrated in the matrix layers between the hard
grains, indicated by the closely spaced, elongated boundaries. The
hard grains that were initially perpendicular to the shear flow have
rotated (g> 6) and there is some horizontal translation of the
pophyroclasts. The matrix grains in close proximity and especially
those between the porphyroclasts are in low-stress regions, where
there would be less strain induced recrystallisation. In contrast, the
areas of high shear strain would be regions of small recrystallised
grains with a dense network of grain boundaries. Grain boundary
diffusion would be faster in these networks (Park et al., 2004) than
in the unrecrystallised areas, making them preferential sites for
reaction products. The higher tensional stress in the deformed
porphyroclasts would provide a strong stress gradient at the matrix
interface while the variation in grain size would provide a diffusion
gradient in the matrix e.g. in the region distal to the hard grains.

7.3. Comparison of results with previous experiments and natural
examples

The natural equivalent of the hard grain would be a stronger
phase such as muscovite with its basal plane oblique to a weak layer
(Fig. 1a). We believe that the modelling is able to reproduce many of
the features observed in natural rocks. Particularly where the



Fig. 10. Stress variation in two hard grains where vr¼ 20 after a 10% pure shear shortening. (a, b) Mean stress distribution map with profiles across hard grain and scale illustrating
the variation from an extensional (red) to compressional regime (blue). (c) Map of s3 stress distribution. (d) Example of s1 (dotted line) and s3 (solid line) profiles that illustrates the
strong compressional stress across the hard grain.
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deformation is constrained to the matrix and the muscovite is not
dominated by slip along cleavage planes of the muscovite crystal.
This would not be the case if the rock contains small volumes of
a weaker phase such as biotite, that readily recrystallises. Where
adjacent muscovite fish are observed in natural rocks (e.g. Fig. 1b)
the muscovite is bent and curves inward and has microstructures
very comparable to the range of deformation patterns observed in
Figs. 7 and 8, and always lie in the extensional field of the finite
strain ellipse. However, in nature there is also the complication of
having grain boundary sliding and the effects of recrystallisation
both in the muscovite and in the matrix grains, something that is
not considered in these numerical simulations.

In the high shear strain experiments of Mariani et al. (2006) and
Delle Piane et al. (2009) the bending of the muscovite grains and
a zonation of reaction products (Fig. 3), appears to be strongly
related to the shape and position of the muscovite in the shear field
(Fig. 2c). Muscovite grains at shear strains of g¼ 1 (Fig. 1c) did not
undergo reaction, whereas, grains where g� 2 were accompanied
by asymmetric reaction rims (Fig. 1d, e). An explanation for this
observation is that the areas of reaction products correspond to
areas near muscovite boundaries with large minimum stress
gradients (Figs. 5, 7–9). High tensile stress would cause boudinage
and micropores in the muscovite allowing dehydroxylation and
exchange reactions.

In the experiments of Delle Piane et al. (2009) a region up to
12 mm wide adjacent to the muscovite is heterogeneously enriched
in CaO and decreased in Al2O3 and K2O (Fig. 3) and a complex
zoning pattern is developed (Fig. 2d, e) that, in metamorphic rocks,
would normally be interpreted in terms of changes in average
pressure or temperature or episodic fluid infiltration. These
explanations cannot apply to our experiments, instead the zoning
pattern is interpreted as being due to diffusion driven by variations
in the least minimum stress. Enhanced diffusion in such stressed
boundaries in combination with the build up of intracrystalline
defect energy in the deformed grain can be a driving force for the
nucleation of new phases and grain boundary migration. The
possibility that diffusion involving external fluids in stressed grain
boundaries might be much faster, e.g. pressure solution, has been
the subject of extended debate in the geological literature. The fact
that significant variation in minimum stress is only seen at high
values of n and g suggests that the rearrangement of dislocations
could also facilitate the enhanced rates of diffusion.

Therefore our numerical simulations suggest there is a feedback
relationship between stress partitioning at high shear strains and
metamorphic reaction. The existence of pressure shadows, strain
fringes in rocks all testify to the existence of local stress fluctua-
tions. We have shown that small differential stresses within high-
strain zones, involving phases with contrasting viscosities, can lead
to local disequilibrium with respect to pressure (and temperature)
and the rapid advection of reactant components. The magnitude of
the local differential stress around the porphyroclast is a function of
both the viscosity contrast and the stress exponent n (Fig. 9). This
probably explains the microstructural observation that many
reaction coronas observed around porphyroclasts (Passchier and
Trouw, 2005) may be the consequence of strain localisation and
reflects the local stress field rather than a thermal perturbation or
a product of separate metamorphic decompression reactions.

8. Conclusions

The rotations and processes related to the porphyroclast
evolution in the numerical simulations are directly comparable
to the calcite–muscovite experiments undertaken by Delle Piane
et al. (2009). Mechanical strengths of individual hard grains in
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a matrix of soft grains were varied by systematically changing the
viscosity contrast. The difference in initial orientation and viscosi-
ties between the grains led to distinct partitioning of the micro-
mechanical deformation characteristics. Hard grains initially
parallel to the shortening direction are rapidly rotated into the
extensional field. When these grains reach a low-angle to the shear
direction, the grains are in a stable state and buckling at their ends
becomes the dominant mode of deformation at higher shear
strains. Associated with this buckling is a localised decrease in the
minimum principal stress at the porphyroclast interface, so that it is
significantly different from the average mean stress in the grain
aggregate.

The influence of viscosity contrast is not as obvious in hard
grains that were initially parallel to the finite extension direction;
these tend to maintain a stable position with increasing buckling at
higher values of shear strain. The stability of the porphyroclasts in
this orientation allows interconnected flow patterns to develop in
the matrix. However, at high values of shear strain significant
localised deviations of minimum principal stress from the mean
stress are developed at grain interfaces. It is the development of
these increasing tensile stresses at the grain interface that probably
leads to the enhancement of diffusion controlled processes at the
grain boundary. The variations in mean stress, attributable to
changes in the minimum principal stress, could account for the
complex mineral zoning patterns observed in highly sheared
metamorphic rocks.
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